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Deep learning models’ generalization ability relies on the size and the
quality of the data available for training. Therefore, a large, well curated and representative dataset with high-quality labels is needed to
develop a highly predictive model for breast cancer screening, and
to further provide insights for other problems in medical imaging.
This technical report introduces the NYU Breast Cancer Screening
Dataset, which consists of 229,426 digital screening mammography
exams (1,001,093 images) from 141,473 patients screened between
2010 and 2017 at NYU Langone Health. Below we outline its statistics, details of image collection and preprocessing, as well as details
of the extraction of corresponding labels from screening and pathology reports. Although do not make this dataset public, we hope to
make our research more transparent and reproducible through this
technical report. We also hope that other research groups entering
the area of medical image analysis with machine learning will find
this report a valuable resource.

1. Statistics of the dataset
This dataset is a larger and more carefully curated version
of a dataset used in our earlier work (1, 2). It consists of
229,426 digital screening mammography exams (1,001,093
images) from 141,473 patients screened between 2010 and
2017 at NYU Langone Health. Each exam contains at least
four∗ images, corresponding to four standard views used in
screening mammography: R-CC (right craniocaudal), L-CC
(left craniocaudal), R-MLO (right mediolateral oblique) and
L-MLO (left mediolateral oblique). A few examples of exams
are shown in Figure 1.† Patients’ ages at the time of the exam
range from 16 to 99 years with a majority between 40 to 80
years (see Figure 2).
In addition to the images, the dataset contains four types
of associated labels:
- Breast-level cancer labels: (i) a binary label for each
breast indicating whether a biopsy showed that there is at
least one malignant finding in the breast and (ii) a binary
label for each breast indicating whether a biopsy showed
that there is at least one benign finding in the breast.
- Pixel-level cancer labels: indicating exact position of
malignant and benign findings in the images in which
biopsied findings are visible.
- Exam-level BI-RADS labels: one label for each exam,
indicating what the initial diagnosis of the radiologist was
after screening mammography.
∗

†

Some exams contain more than one image per view as mammographic technologists may need
to repeat an image or provide a supplemental view to completely image the breast in a screening
examination.
Details of how the images were extracted are in section 2.

- Exam-level breast density labels: one label for each
exam, indicating radiologists assessment of breast density.
For breast-level cancer labels, our reference standard was
the biopsy report where a pathologist, a doctor who specializes
in the evaluation of cells and samples of tissue to diagnose disease, made a final pathologic diagnosis. For pixel-level cancer
labels, the annotation of the mammograms were performed
by radiologists who have specific training in breast imaging.
A. Splitting the data into training, validation and test sets.

For each patient, we obtained outcomes through linkage to
our electronic health records within our healthcare system and
reviewed each mammogram and pathology reports for patients
who underwent a biopsy and/or breast surgery. We sorted
the patients according to the date of their latest exam and
divided them into disjoint training (first 80%), validation (next
10%) and test (last 10%) sets. The validation set contains the
exams of patients whose latest exams are more recent than
those in the training set, and the test set contains exams of
patients whose latest exams are the most recent. For patients
in the training and validation sets we utilized all the exams
available for each patient; for test patients we dropped all but
the latest exam for each test patient. After this procedure
there were 186,816, 28,462 and 14,148 exams in the training,
validation and test sets respectively. By partitioning the data
in the way described above, we aim to obtain an estimate of
the generalization error for patients that we have not seen
before whose exams may use more recent imaging equipment
and/or a different vendor. There is no significant difference of
the age distribution between training, validation and test sets
(see Figure 2).
B. Breast-level cancer labels. To obtain labels indicating
whether each breast of the patient was found to have malignant
or benign findings at the end of the diagnostic pipeline, we
used pathology reports from biopsies. We have 6,305 breasts
(stemming from 5,832 exams) with at least one biopsy performed within 120 days of the screening mammogram. Among
these, for 985 (8.4%) breasts, a biopsy confirmed malignancy,
for 5,556 (47.6%) breasts, a concerning imaging finding was
biopsy-proven benign and 236 (2.0%) breasts had both malignant and benign findings. The remaining breasts were not
matched with any biopsy and assigned a label corresponding
to the absence of malignant or benign findings in both breasts.
Please refer to Section 3.A for more details on the process of
extracting these labels.
C. Pixel-level cancer labels. To collect pixel-level labels, we

asked a group of radiologists (provided with the corresponding
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